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"Fuel Fill" a software that is tightly integrated with inventory and accounting to provide users with 

real time info and actionable data on sales, stocks and dues for decision making, follow ups and 

customer centric. 

With Multi-Functional and Integrated business processes to take care of their diverse needs of 

maintaining records for Fuel Dispensing, Accounting, Invoicing and Inventory being done in one single 

software freeing them to use multiple software for their daily needs. 

With Automated Cash Sales Entry, Auto Dip Calculation using Calibration Chart, Bulk Invoice 

Generation and option to adjust the receipt of payment against the particular Invoice gives user Bill 

wise, Vehicle wise outstanding, Customer wise, Integrated Accounting & Inventory and freeing user 

from duplication of work with minimal data entry to get smooth work flow and increase in efficiency. 

And Online ledger, Ageing of Accounts, Reports and MIS at Dashboard leading to effective & 

improved decision making and with firsthand information to Export the reports to various format and 

mail or fax reports makes it a free flow solution leads to take a wise decision for organizational 

growth. 

Integrated Solution: "Fuel Fill" is tightly integrated with intuitive IoT devices for Sales, Accounting and 

Inventory to give up-to-date information and crucial actionable data on transactions, dues and stocks 

for follow-up, cost cutting and timely decision making. 

Role based Security: "Fuel Fill" comes with strong security feature like setting role based access rights 

for different tasks and password protected (allowing Administrator/Owner to restrict the user to 

specific task within the system) makes it a safe and secured solution.  

Business Process: Development of "Fuel Fill" is proposed by the thorough system study and 

knowledge sharing by the customer to understand the process being followed at petrol pumps. The 

Software takes care of meter reading, nozzle reading with calibration chart, slip entries and Invoice 

generation seamlessly making it a smooth process flow & work-flow to speed up the operation at the 

petrol pumps. 
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Inventory Control: keeps an eye on your inventory and enables you to maintain the stock of your 

pump. It helps you to maintain Stock valuation; Stock Summary as well as Stock Ledger & related 

reports that will help you evaluate the stock of fuel, lube and other items in your inventory. 

Sales Management: Amongst the wide variety of facilities that this "Fuel Fill" software offers, 

managing the sales of the petrol pump is another major task that one can handle with this management 

software. "Fuel Fill" comes with a well-organized credit management system, which provides the 

option of Daily SHIFT SHEET & CASH TALLY outstanding payments and credit bills. 

Billing and Accounting: is primary in every petrol pump, which is quite a daunting task. With "Fuel 

Fill" petrol pump billing and accounting software one can easily have a control on these tasks. This 

software comes with a strong configurator that allows you to suit the requirements like Voucher Entry & 

Printing, Cash book. 

Credit Billing:  

Monthly or Quarterly or any periodic billing 

Cumulative, Vehicle wise, Customer wise and Group Wise Billing option	

Credit Limit option 

Cumulative item billing with single click 

Ageing reports and outstanding reminders 

Instant messaging options to the vehicle owners and customers 

Vehicle wise or Customer wise Periodic Sale Analysis Report for Cashback Scheme Calculation	

Dip & Pump: "Fuel Fill" gives complete track & control over Dip Reading & Pump Meter Reading. 

With an interface on sales & stocks, this system resolves the much needed problem of pump owner that 

is tracking DIP, METER READING with SALES & PURCHASE giving an effective control of petrol pump to 

the customer. 

Meter Reading: Day wise - ShiftWise Meter Opening & Closing entry system	

Tank Reading: Day wise - ShiftWise Tank dip entry system, Auto calculates stock from Tank 
Calibration Chart.	
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MIS: "Fuel Fill" offers MIS reports which enable us to run the petroleum business efficient. One such 

report is daily Sheet which includes pump wise net sales, product wise sale (Quantitative & Value wise) 

with stock position of HSD, MS, LUBRICANTS on a single sheet. Other reports are Day summary, 

Customer wise/Products/Vehicle wise comparison chart, ageing analysis and many more. 

Feature Ready: "Fuel Fill" Supports all printers and barcode scanners. It also allows to print cash 

memo and vouchers on a thermal printer or dot-matrix printers to speed up the billing and automate 

the invoicing. It also allows exporting and saving the report in Excel & PDF and various different 

formats to exchange or backup the information in desired purpose.	

	

Figure	shows	High	Level	System	Architecture.	

 


